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R. MOSES SCHICK:

THE HATAM SOFER'S ATTITUDE
TOW ARD MENDELSSOHN'S BlUR
INTRODUCTION
That R. Moses Sofer (d. 1839; popularly referred to as the Hatam
Sofer) was an inveterate enemy of Moses Mendelssohn's weltanschauung
and of the Haskalah movement was no secret in either Orthodox or
Haskalah circles during the first half of the nineteenth century. Whatever
doubts may have lingered in the minds of some were certainly dispelled by

the public reading of the Hatam Sofer's last wil and testament at his
funeraL.! It included the unequivocal command: "Never lay a hand on the
works of R. Moses of Dessau (" m?um ?K 1"Y.l '-,no:ii).2 In its original

context, it certainly meant that the Hatam Sofer had banned his descendants from reading Mendelssohn's Biur and related writings. Shortly after
the Hatam Sofcr's death, his last wil and testament was published in
German translation.3 Its animus against Mendelssohn's literary legacy was
laid bare for all to sec. Despite the evidence, in the latter half of the

nineteenth century several Haskalah enthusiasts began spreading rumors
that the original text of the Hatam Sofer's last wil and testament had been
misread. In fact, it was claimed, the last will and testament did not refer to
Mendelssohn at all! The key abbreviation 1"n1 (R. Moses of Dcssau) was a
mistaken reading for 1nn (erotica). The Hatam Sofer, it was claimed, had
banned erotica, not Mendelssohn's Biur.' The absurdity of this claim will be

obvious to anyone who reads the passage in its original context. Indeed, in a
series of studies published from 1886 (when the claim was widely circulated)
through 1989, the claim has been definitively laid to rest.4 Moreover, while

the original text of the Hatam Sofer's last wil and testament seems not to
have survived World War II, photographs of
the text (taken before the war)
are extant. In 1957, the Hatam Sofer's last will and testament was published
on the basis of the photographs. The published text reads 1"l-1, not 1l-n.5

Strangely, none of the studies adduces the passage presented here,

whose impeccable testimony leaves no doubt as to the Hatam Safer's

attitude toward Mendelssohn's Biur. Indeed, the passage was not cited in
any of the recent discussions of Orthodoxy's attitude toward Moses
Mt.nne:lssohn 6 It OCC1Irs in 11 postscript to fl re:sponsiim of R Most.s Sr:hir:k

(d. 1879) addressed to R. Hillel Lichtenstein (d. 1891)7 R. Moses (better
known as; Maharam) Schick, a disciple of
the Hatam Sofer, served as Rabbi
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and Rosh Yeshiva in Vergin (near Pressburg), then Hust. A leader of
Hungarian Jewry in the commentary on MaImondides' Seier ha-Mitzvot,
are classics of rabbinic literature. R Dated i 865, the postscript translated
below responds to a query by Lichtenstein's son-in-law, R. Akiva Joseph
Schlesinger (d. 1922),9 as to whether the Hatam Sofer had on one occasion
cast to the ground a copy of Mendelssohn's Biur. io

Warmest regards to your son-in-law, and my student, the learned and
erudite Rabbi Akiva Joseph, who asked that I inform him whether or
not it is true that I testified before some Jews of Press

burg regarding

the casting to the ground of Mendelssohn's Biur. In fact, I never
received an inquiry from anyone about such a matter, nor did I ever
mention it to anyone. When I saw the story in print, I said to myself,

"It is not true, the reporter has exaggerated." Even in private I never
mentioned such a matter; thus, even the birds of heaven could not

have overheard and spread the story. Indeed, I never heard or
witnessed such a matter regarding our Rabbi, the Gaon (Hatam
Sofer) of blessed memory. Moreover, I suspect that the reporter had

in mind an event that did involve me, and this is what really
happened;
It was the custom of the Hatam Sofer, when visiting a Jewish
community outside of Press
burg, to attend services Sabbath morning
in the community synagogue, after which he would accompany the
Rabbi to his home. There he would "order" the Rabbi to deliver an

aggadic sermon, after which the Hatam Sofer would also preach.
N ow it was his practice never to recite a verse from Scripture by
heart, and so (when he visited my community) he requested a printed

humash containing the appropriate weekly reading. At the time, I
owned three printed editions of the Torah. One was an Amsterdam
edition with the standard Targums and commentaries. Tha' edition I
used to keep in the synagogue over Sabbath, so that it would not be

necessary for me to carryon the Sabbath. (It, therefore, was

not available in my home.) Another edition-printed in Viennabelonged to my wife, the Rebbetzin, and it too was kept in the
synagogue over Sabbath for her use. The third edition, the only one I
kept in the house, contained Mendelssohn's translation and Biur.

When the Hatam Sofer requested a printed humash, and those who
were providing for his needs knew that it was his practice not to use
the edition with Mendelssohn's Biur, he was informed tliat they could
not locate a printed humash. Given the circumstances, he proceeded
to preach and recite the verses by heart. He was astounded, however,

that a humash could not be located in the Rabbi's house! After the

exchange of words of Torah in my home, the pious and righteous

R. Hirsch Tyrnau, who was treated as a member of the Hatam
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Sofer's family, went to visit him at the home where he was staying.
The Hatam Sofer queried him about the shortage of humashim in
the Rabbi's house. R. Hirsch Tyrnau thcn cxplained to the Hatam
Sofer what had really occurred.

When I arrived for the Minha service at the home where the
Hatam Sofer was staying, he rebuked me for reading, and studying

from, Mendelssohn's Buir. I informed him that a respected colleague,
who was considered a righteous Jew even by the Hatam Sofer,
testified before me that a well known Gaon used to study the Buir,
especially to the book of Leviticus. The Hatam Sofer responded that,
in truth, that Gaon did not do well in this matter. I also excused

myself by informing him that I had read through the entire Biur and
did not find anything that even smacked of heresy or a passage that
was suspect in any way! The Hatam Sofer responded; "See the Buir
to Deuteronomy, chapter so and so, II and you will find a heretical

comment." Although the passage he cited is not nccessarily decisive,
nonetheless the Hatam Sofer has ruled and who would contravene
his ruling? In any event, it is evident that he considered Mendelssohn
a heretic, and his book a heretical work. That is why he had no
compunctions about Heidenheim'sl2 translation of the Torah; it was
specifically Mendelssohn's translations and commentaries that he

interdicted. He would not touch them, he kept them at a distance, for
they had the status of heretical works (see b. Sabhath lI6a-b). But we
never heard that, if perchance a volume of Mendelssohn's Buir came

into his hands, he cast it to the ground."
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J J. The exact reference in Deutcronomy is lacking in the published version of R. Moses
Schick's responsum. The original text, however, referred to Mendelssohn's translation of,
and the Biur to, Deuteronomy 2: 10-12. Cf. A. J. Schlesinger, Lev ha-Ivri, Lemberg, 1873,
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Sec. A. J. Schlesinger, lac. cit. (above, note i i).
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